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### Title: Quimen vs. Court of Appeals and Oliveros: A Legal Easement Case Study

### Facts:
Anastacia Quimen and her siblings inherited a property in Pandi, Bulacan, subdividing it
equally. Anastacia’s lot, No. 1448-B-1, was adjacent to the municipal road, as were the lots
of three of her siblings. The remaining property, designated as Lot No. 1448-B-C, belonging
to their brother Antonio, was located directly behind Anastacia’s and another sibling’s lots
and was further subdivided.

In February 1982, Yolanda Oliveros purchased one of these subdivided portions (Lot No.
1448-B-6-A) from Antonio, through Anastacia acting as Antonio’s administratrix. Yolanda
was initially hesitant to buy due to the property’s lack of road access but was convinced by
Anastacia with an assurance of providing a right of way for a fee.

After  Yolanda  built  a  house  on  her  lot,  her  access  through  Anastacia’s  property  was
eventually barred. Subsequently, in February 1986, Yolanda bought the other subdivided
portion from Antonio (Lot No. 1448-B-6-B), acquiring a gratis pathway through her parents’
property, but found it inadequate.

Yolanda filed an action in December 1987 seeking a legal easement of right of way through
Anastacia’s  property.  Despite  an  ocular  inspection  suggesting  a  feasible  path  causing
minimal obstruction, the original trial court dismissed Yolanda’s complaint. The decision
was predicated on the belief that an existing pathway through Sotero’s property (Yolanda’s
parent) could be extended, thus providing a more direct route to the public road, and
dismissing the need for a detour through Anastacia’s property.

Upon appeal, the Court of Appeals overturned the trial court’s decision, siding with Yolanda,
concluding that the proposed pathway through Anastacia’s lot would be less damaging than
altering the existing structures along the route recommended by the trial court.

### Issues:
1. Whether the agreement between Anastacia and Yolanda regarding the provision of a right
of way held legal bearing in court.
2. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in designating Anastacia’s property as the servient
estate despite not adjoining Yolanda’s property.
3. Whether the proposed pathway through Anastacia’s property indeed constituted the least
prejudicial and shortest route to the public road.
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### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld the decision of the Court of Appeals, granting Yolanda a right of
way through Anastacia’s property. The Supreme Court recognized the legal easement or
easement by necessity that arose from the situation, regardless of the initial agreement’s
validity. It held that the requirements for a legal easement were met: Yolanda’s property
was surrounded by other immovables with no adequate outlet to the public highway, and the
proposed easement would cause the least  prejudice to the servient  estate (Anastacia’s
property)  while  also  considering  the  indemnity  for  the  property  owner.  The  Court
considered the practicality of causing least damage over the shortest distance, thereby
favoring a pathway that, despite not being the shortest, avoided significant alteration to
existing structures and incurred minimal detriment.

### Doctrine:
The case reiterates the principle that in establishing an easement of right of way, the path
that causes the least prejudice to the servient estate should be chosen over the shortest
route if both criteria cannot be met simultaneously.

### Class Notes:
– Legal Easements: A real right on another’s immovable property for the benefit of another
property, requiring the servient estate owner to allow certain uses of their property.
– Requirements for Right of Way Easement:
1. The dominant estate is surrounded by other immovables with no adequate outlet to a
public highway;
2. The dominant estate owner agrees to pay the proper indemnity;
3. The isolation was not due to the acts of the dominant estate owner;
4. The easement is established at a point least prejudicial to the servient estate.
– Principle of Least Prejudice vs. Shortest Distance: The legal doctrine that, in establishing a
right of way, the least damaging route should be prioritized over the shortest path if both
criteria do not align.

### Historical Background:
This case underscores the balance courts seek between the rights and duties of property
ownership when faced with the necessity of establishing easements. It encapsulates how
legal and practical considerations intertwine in the resolution of disputes over property
access, revealing the judiciary’s role in interpreting statutory provisions on property rights
within the context of societal and architectural realities.


